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Abstract. Continuous operation of test and measurement is a new operating technique in the petroleum
exploitation, which combines perforation with test and measurement effectively. In order to measure the
original pressure of stratum layer exactly and prevent testing instrument from being impaired or damaged,
a suitable shock absorber is urgently necessary to research. Based on the attempt on the FEM analysis
and experiment research, a new shock absorber is designed and discussed in this paper. 3D finite element
model is established and simulated accurately by LS-DYNA, the effect and the dynamic character of the
shock absorber impact by half sinusoidal pulse force under the main lobe frequency are discussed both on
theoretics and experiment. It is shown that the new designed shock absorber system has good capability
of shock absorption for the impact load.

Keywords: shock absorber; disturbing force; groundsill; absorption coefficient; impact strength; main
lobe frequency.

1. Introduction

Petroleum well test is an important and difficult engineering for the oil exploitation. Continuous

operation of test and measurement is a new operating technique in the petroleum production, which

combines perforation with test and measurement effectively. In the process of the test operation, the

perforation gun, detonating set, shock absorber, press difference set, secluding set, pressure meter or
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other stratum test apparatus are connected in series as a test tubular column which is called as the

oil well test pipe. When the perforation gun under the bottom of the well shoots cannonballs for the

oil route-way holes, it will bring huge impact shock with pressure about 30~100 MPa according the

theory calculation and practical test (Velichkovich 2005). In order to measure the original pressure

of stratum layer exactly and prevent testing instrument from being impaired or damaged, it is

urgently necessary to research a suitable shock absorber. 

The conventional shock absorbers for the oil well test adopted some low stiffness and high

damping plastic rings as the spring element of the shock absorber to make the oil well test system

absorb and isolate from shake energy produced by the perforation gun shoot under the bottom of

the oil well. For the stiffness of the spring element is small, shock absorption is principally acted by

separating from the shake. If the stiffness of the spring element is very small, such as charge inner

tube of a car or large cotton mat, the shock absorption is better. But the stiffness of the spring

element could not be very small for the cubage limited of the oil well, the shock absorption effect is

limited.

It is very important to understand the dynamic characters of the system under impact load for the

research of the well test shock absorber system. But it is very difficult to describe theoretically for a

complex oil well in which fill in high press slurry and oil coupled interactions exist in perforation

gun shoot behaviors. Up to now, the correlative report is rarely found on it. Over the years, the only

way for the shock absorber research is mainly through a trial-and-error approach, but optimization

by trial-and-error can be very expensive and time consuming. Recently, numerical method provides

a powerful tool in studying these interactions and complex process. One of the most important

developments was the introduction of the dynamic explicit finite-element method (FEM) which has

the advantage of less memory requirement and higher computational efficiency, and can deal with

nonlinear behaviors and complex boundary conditions (Fortgang and Singhose 2002, He et al. 2000,

Choi and Hong 2004, Johan et al. 2004, Gao et al. 2004). Based on the attempt on the FEM

analysis and experiment research, a new designed shock absorber with good capability of shock

absorption for the impact load is discussed in this paper.

2. Design of the shock absorber 

2.1 Structure of the new shock absorber 

In the process of the oil well test operation, the oil well test pipe with the length about 4000 to

6000 m is constitute with the perforation gun, detonating set, shock absorber, press difference set,

secluding set, pressure meter or other stratum test apparatus, see Fig. 1. The shock absorber must be

set between the perforation gun and the oil well test pipe to keep the test device from being

damaged. The secluding set keeps the inner of the oil pipe separate from the out of the oil well, and

make the slurry in the well separate from the oil. Also it can restrain the transverse and torsional

vibration to transmit to the up testing instruments.

To reduce the huge impact energy in the limited space and prevent testing instrument from being

impaired or damaged, the structure of the new designed shock absorber system is show as Fig. 2.

Four low stiffness and high damping plastic rings and three high stiffness springs alternated in

series are adopted as the spring element of the shock absorber system. By the alternately acting of

spring absorbing and plastic isolating from shake, make the system absorb and separate from shake
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energy produced by the perforation gun shoot under the bottom of the oil well and the lognitudinal

vibration of the oil well test pipe. The up tie-in connects with the oil well test pipe and the down

tie-in connects with the perforation gun detonating set. The out pipe separates the inner oil with the

outer slurry in the well. Also there is some shear pins connect the out pipe with the down tie-in and

high viscidity oil fill in the cavum between the out pipe and the inner pipe. When the huge impact

energy act on the shock absorber, the shear pins will be broken and absorb the impact energy first.

The high viscidity oil is good for shock absorption but is difficult for analysis.

Fig. 1 Oil well test pipe structure schematic

Fig. 2 The structure of the new shock absorber system
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2.2 Analysis of the theory of shock absorber system

The shock absorber is set between the perforation gun under the bottom of the well and the oil

well test pipe. The secluding set between the oil pipe can restrict its transverse and torsional

vibration. The slurry in the well and the high viscidity oil fill in the shock absorber are very

difficult to describe theoretically. But the damping of the slurry and the oil is good for reducing

amplitude and changing the phase of the vibration. So it’s favorable for the design of the shock

absorber to ignore the damping of the slurry and the high viscidity oil. Make the oil well test pipe

and the perforation gun as a concentrated mass m1 and m2, the shock absorber system can be

simplified as a two mass and two freedom vibration system (Hartog 1985), see Fig. 3.

For the shock absorber system, m1 is the oil well test pipe mass, m2 is the perforation gun mass, k1

and c1 is the stiffness and damping of the ground base, k2 and c2 is the stiffness and damping of the

shock absorber system, p(t) is the impact shock force, with very short duration and acts as a pulse

signal to the shock absorber system. The total impulse is 

(1)

As duration of the shock force τ is much lesser than the cycle of the shock absorber system, the

velocity of m1 after shock can be given as

(2)

The differential equation of the vibration model of the shock absorber system is given by He et al.

(2000)

(3)

(4)

From Eqs. (3) and (4), the differential equation can be written as

(5)
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Fig. 3 Vibration model of the shock absorber system
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where

 (6)

The system is static before shock, the initial condition is

 (7)

For m2 << m1, k1 and c1 is much bigger, x1 is much lesser than x2, the effect of x1 to x2 can be

ignored. Thus, the vibration model of the shock absorber system can be simplified as Fig. 4 with

x1 = 0.

With x1 = 0, make the relatively  and  as the generalized coordinates, the

differential equation of the vibration model of the shock absorber system is given by

(8)

where

(9)

Make the shock end point position δ1 of the oil well test pipe mass m1 as the coordinate origin,

and the time as the time coordinate origin, the initial condition is

 (10)

According the initial condition (10), the analytic resolution of relatively displacement δ2 of the

pipe can be given by Eq. (8). For , the analytic resolution of  can be given by

differential δ2. Then according the initial condition (7), the analytic resolution of x1 can be given by

Eq. (5). The disturbance power N brought by the impact force p(t) can be obtained from the

following equation

(11)

For vibration model of the shock absorber system, see Fig. 3, ignore the damping of the system,
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Fig. 4 Vibration model of the shock absorber system with x1 = 0
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make the relatively  and  as the generalized coordinates, the differential

equation of the shock absorber system is given by Hartog (1985)

(12)

the initial condition is

 (13)

According the initial condition (13), the analytic resolution of relatively displacement δ1 and δ2 of

the oil well test pipe can be given by Eq. (12). For x1 = δ1, from Eq. (11), the disturbance power N

can be obtained. 

The maximum distortion of the secondary stage spring δ2m and the maximum disturbance power

Nm is

 (14)

(15)

where

(16)

The maximum impact force is pm, the shock absorption coefficient n is

(17)

From Eqs. (15) and (16), the relationship of δ2m, Nm and the natural frequency ratio f1 can be

shown as Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 and obtained follow conclusions. 

a. Increasing m1 and k1, the natural frequency ω1 and ω2 are almost invariable, and the maximum

disturbance power Nm and the maximum distortion of the secondary stage spring δ2m are

changeless too. 

b. Increasing m2 and k2, the natural frequency ratio f1 is invariable, the maximum disturbance

power  Nm is changeless, the maximum distortion of the secondary stage spring δ2m is increased

pro rata with (m2k2)
1/2. 

c. When the natural frequency ratio f1 is close to 1, the maximum disturbance power Nm is close to

the maximum. Make the natural frequency ratio f1 much bigger than 1, the maximum

disturbance power Nm will be reduced evidently. 

d. Increasing mass m1, reducing stiffness k1, the natural frequency ω1 would be reduced. Keep the

secondly stage parameter reduce, the natural frequency ratio f1 is reduced, the maximum

disturbance power Nm is reduced evidently, and even f1 is close to 1, the maximum disturbance

power Nm would be reduced. 
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3. FEM model and analysis

3.1 FEM model of the shock absorber system

For the shock absorber system, the effect factors are complex, the parametric analysis is used to

take the effect factors as variables with the APDL (analysis parametric design language) of ANSYS.

The impact power acting on the shock absorber system transfers from the bottom to the upper.

Closing to the working state, simplify the bottom of the shock absorber as a cylinder and the upper

as a square part, take the three springs as 48 lines for each spring to reduce the stress concentration,

the FEM model of the shock absorber system is shown as Fig. 7. The model was meshed using

Esize and relational command to control the elements.

3.2 Governing equations 

The moving equation of the shock absorber system, based on the sandglass stickiness damping

Fig. 5 The relationship curve of mass ratio μ, δm and
natural frequency ratio

Fig. 6 The relationship curve of mass ratio μ, N
m
/Iω1

and natural frequency ratio

Fig. 7 FEM model of the shock absorber system
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control, can be written as (Johan et al. 2004, Gao et al. 2004, Kim et al. 2002, Hartog 1985,

Pennestri 1998)

(18)

where, M is the general mass matrix,  is the general node acceleration vector matrix, F is the

equivalent node force vector matrix of the cell stress field, P is the general node vector matrix, and

H is the general sandglass stickiness damping force fit together by the cell node sandglass stickiness

damping force. Considering the damping c, Eq. (18) can be written as 

(19)

the time integral using explicit center difference method can be written as

(20)

where, , , 

is the node acceleration vector at tn, the node speed vector at , and the node coordinate vector

at .

For the centralized mass matrix M, the solution of Eq. (20) is non-coupling, but it needs control

condition for the stability of the explicit center difference method (Gao et al. 2004). The LS-DYNA

program uses time change step increment method to get the time step by the currently stability

control condition (Pennestri 1998, Song et al. 2005, John et al. 1998). At first, calculate the limit

time step Δtci of each cell , it is the maximum allowable time step for the stability

of the explicit center difference method, then take its minimum as the next time step, that is

(21)

where,  is the limit time step of cell, m is the cell number, and different cell type has different

limit time step , for example, for the rods cell and beam cell (John et al. 1998, The

DYNAFORM Team 2004)

(22)

where, α is the time step factor, it’s 0.9 when default. L is the length of rods cell or beam cell, c is

the material velocity of sound, , E is the elastic modulus, ρ is the mass density.

For the 3D solid cell (John et al. 1998, The DYNAFORM Team 2004)
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(23)

where, Q is the accessorial impact viscosity, if the particle velocity is u, then

(24)

Le is the character length, Le is the minimum height for 4 nodes solid cell, or  for 8

nodes solid cell, c1 and c0 is the non dimension constants, it is 1.5 and 0.06 when default, c is the

material velocity of sound, , E is the elastic modulus, ν is the

Poisson ratio, ρ is the mass density.  is the cell volume,  is the cell maximum side area.

The constitutive equations of the ultra-elasticity plastic material can be written as (Vegter et al.

2003, Yin et al. 2002, Kevin 2004)

(25)

where, Sij is the second type of Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, W is the strain-energy density, Eij is

Lagrangian strain tensor, Cij is Cauchy-Green distortion tensor. The relationship of Eij and Cij can be

written as

(26)

where, δij is the identity matrix variable, Cij can be written as 

(26)

where, , Xi is the position of the material at i orientation as non-distortion, xi is the

position of the material at i orientation after distorting.

3.3 Boundary conditions

Difference from the implicit formula of ANSYS, LS-DYNA differentiates the boundary as zero

restriction and non-zero restriction (Song et al. 2005, John 1998, The DYNAFORM Team 2004).

All the non-zero restrictions are taken order with load. The boundary conditions of the shock

absorber system are shown as Table 1, where, Ux, Uy and Uz are the line displacements along x, y

and z coordinates separately, Rx, Ry and Rz are the rotation displacements around x, y and z

coordinates separately, and 0 is delegated for forbidding load and 1 for permitting. 
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Table 1 The boundary conditions of the new shock absorber system

Ux Uy Uz Rx Ry Rz

Up tie-in 0 0 0 0 0 0

Down tie-in 0 0 1 0 0 0

Spring 0 0 1 0 0 0

Outer pipe 0 0 0 0 0 0
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The impact load acting on the shock absorber system can be equated as a half sine impulse wave.

Usually the half sine impulse wave can be converted into unilateral spectrum contained only plus

frequency, its amplitude is the double of the half sine impulse wave. The main lobe frequency of

linearity spectrum by Fourier transform is about 3/(2τ) (Choi and Hong 2004, Johan et al. 2004).

The peak value according the definition of impact strength is

(28)

Taking the first, second and fourth phase of the Fourier transform approach the half sine impulse

wave, the frequency range are 0~150 Hz, 0~750 Hz, 0~1800 Hz, and corresponding pulse time are

0.01s, (7/1500)s, (1/400)s. The pulse amplitude, with the pulse impact strength I = 200/π N·s, are

10000N, (150000/7)N, 40000N corresponding the three frequency range respectively. 

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the simulating course of the disturbing force (r2) of the groundsill and the

displacement (d) of the down tie-in with the frequency range is 0~750 Hz. 

I F t( ) td
0

τ

∫ Fsin
πt

τ
----- td

0

τ

∫
2Fτ

π
----------

200

π
---------= = = =

Fig. 8 The disturbing force (r2) course with the frequency range 0~750 Hz

Fig. 9 The displacement (d) course with the frequency range 0~750 Hz
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4. Experiment 

Using dynamic disturbing test method, see Fig. 10, the dynamic characteristic of the shock

absorber can be test. Disturbing the down tie-in of the shock absorber using the instantaneous

disturbance with different frequency according the FEM simulating, the responses by four output

channel of the test are shown as Fig. 11 to Fig. 13, where Ch1 is the input disturbing force pulse

signal which is reverse in sign with the FEM simulating impact force, Ch2 to Ch5 are the response

signals collected by four acceleration sensors. According the output responses and the input signal

data, the shock absorption coefficient n of the shock absorber can be calculated as Table 2.

Table 2 shows that the result of FEM simulating and test is coinciding well. For the simplifying of

the model, the plastic material parameter given by experience, ideal impact load of the half sine

impulse wave, and test error, the FEM model given in this paper is exact. 

Fig. 10 Dynamic test equipment of the shock absorber

Fig. 11 Dynamic response of the shock absorber with disturbing frequency 150 Hz
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Fig. 12 Dynamic response of the shock absorber with disturbing frequency 750 Hz

Fig. 13 Dynamic response of the shock absorber with disturbing frequency 1800 Hz

Table 2 Comparison of Coefficient (n) by Simulating and Test

Frequency (Hz)
Pulse time

(ms)
Pulse amplitude

(N)
Max. (r2) 

(N)

Shock absorp-
tion doefficient 

(n) by simulating

Shock absorption 
doefficient
(n) by test

0~150 10 10000 1663 0.1663 0.1687

0~750 4.6667 21429 2039 0.0952 0.1061

0~1800 2.5 40000 3459 0.0865 0.0829
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5. Simulating results and discussion 

The spring stiffness, plastic material and the mass of the down tie-in are important for the design

of the shock absorber system. At a certain impact strength with its main frequency 150 Hz, the

disturbing force (r2) of the groundsill, plastic touching force (r1) with the down tie-in, plastic

friction (r3) with the outer pipe and the displacement (d) of the down tie-in have been simulated by

using LS-DYNA with different parameters and working conditions.

5.1 Simulating of the spring stiffness of the shock absorber system 

Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the simulating course of the disturbing force (r2) of the groundsill and

the displacement (d) of the down tie-in with the spring stiffness K1 = 160000 N/m, and Table 6

shows the simulating shock absorb coefficient n and the extremum of the disturbing force (r2) of

Fig. 14 The disturbing force (r2) course with K1

Fig. 15 The displacement (d) course with K1
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the groundsill and the displacement (d) of the down tie-in with different spring stiffness.

Table 3 shows that, reducing the spring stiffness, the shock absorption coefficient n and the

extremum of the disturbing force (r2) of the groundsill is reduced, but the max. displacement (d) of

the shock absorber system increased. On the contrary, increasing the spring stiffness, the shock

absorption coefficient n and the extremum of the disturbing force (r2) of the groundsill is increased,

the max. displacement (d) of the shock absorber system reduced, but it will go against the shock

absorption if the spring stiffness is very rigid. On the other hand, the spring stiffness is too low to

establish the detonating pressure of the hole fired gun. So there is an optimization design for the

spring stiffness of the shock absorber system.

5.2 Simulating of the plastic material parameter

For Mooney-Revlinits plastic material model, the strain energy density function W is decided by

the two material parameters A, B and the Poisson ratio ν (Vegter et al. 2003, Yin et al. 2002, Kevin

2004, Desalvo and Swanson 1994). 

(29)

where, , and  is the invariable part of the Cauchy-Green

distortion tensor C,

(30)

 is the principal protraction ratio. The Cauchy-Green distortion tensor C is given by the

distortion grads F in Eq. (27).

For the simulation of the shock absorber system, the material parameter A, B are given for

A1 = 0.7 MPa, B1 = 0.29 MPa, A2 = 0.7 MPa, B2 = 0.4 MPa. The Poisson ratio is .

Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show the simulating course of the disturbing force (r2) of the groundsill, plastic

touching force (r1) with the down tie-in, plastic friction (r3) with the outer pipe and the

displacement (d) of the down tie-in.

Table 4 shows the simulating shock absorption coefficient n and the extremum of the disturbing

force (r2) of the groundsill, plastic touching force r1 with the down tie-in, plastic friction (r3) with

the outer pipe and the displacement (d) of the down tie-in with different plastic material parameters.
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Table 3 Simulating results with different spring stiffness

Spring stiffness K (N/m) Max. r2 (N) Max. d (mm) n

160000 1325 90 0.1325

198997 1663 85.35 0.1663

240000 1812 82.11 0.1812
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Increasing the material parameter A, the plastic friction (r3) with the outer pipe reduced, but the

extremum of the disturbing force (r2) of the groundsill and the amplitude changed little, the effect

of the shock absorption can be ignored. Increasing the material parameter B, the extremum of the

disturbing force (r2) of the groundsill and the plastic friction (r3) with the outer pipe increased, the

Fig. 16 The r1, r2 and r3 course with A1, B1

Fig. 17 The displacement (d) course with A1, B1

Table 4 Simulating results with different material parameter

plastic parameter (MPa) Max. r2
(N)

Max. d 
(mm)

n 
Max. r3

(N)
Max. r1

 (N)A B

0.5 0.29 1663 85.35 0.166 5375 6647

0.7 0.29 1644 83.3 0.164 4940 6313

0.7 0.4 1999 82.1 0.199 5264 6891
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effect of the shock absorption is debased.

5.3 Simulating of the mass of the down tie-in

Changing the mass of the down tie-in, Table 5 shows the simulating results of the shock absorber

system with the different mass of the down tie-in. Reducing the mass of the down tie-in, the shock

absorption coefficient n reduced, but the amplitude of the shock absorption is increased, on the

contrary, increasing the mass of the down tie-in, the shock absorption coefficient n reduced, and the

amplitude of the shock absorption is reduced too, so better effect of the shock absorption can be

gained by increasing aptly the mass of the down tie-in. 

6. Conclusions

Based on the finite element analysis simulating and experiment research, it is shown that the new

designed shock absorber system has good capability of shock absorption for the impact load.

Simulating shows that the effect of the shock absorber can be improved by reducing the material

parameter B, or increasing aptly the mass of the down tie-in, the spring stiffness of the shock

absorber system has an optimum design. 
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